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time in Chinese Metaphysics is noted using the
Heavenly Stems on top which represent the
Heaven energy and Earthly Branches on below
which represent the Earth energy. These
Heavenly Stems and Earthly Branches are
mainly made up from one of the five elements –
Wood, Fire, Earth, Metal and Water, with Yang
and Yin polarity. Year of 2021 is a year of Yin
Metal on Yin Earth.
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2021 is a year of Metal Ox. As we know that

丑 is the Winter earth and it is the transition earth towards the

Spring. As it is in winter, we can expect 2021 will not be a very hot
weather of the year, as

⾟ itself can represent the Autumn season which

is neither hot nor too cold.The Ox year will arrive on 3rd February 2021
22:58 (UTC +8), so baby born after this hour will be the Ox baby and not
consider as the Rat baby as opposed with the Chinese who usually use the
Lunar Calendar to mark the changes of this animal sign after celebrating
Chinese New Year. 3rd February 2021 is actually the starting point of

春 Li Chun or Spring Season.

⽴

Within the Five Element Theory,
there is a production cycle, a
reduction cycle and a destruction
(or controlling) cycle. As Earth
produce Metal in the production
cycle, we can conclude that even
though the conflict within this year
will not be prominent, but because
the basic foundation of Yin Metal
like a small dagger/sword, the
conflict will be more subtle but
with more targetted aggression.
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The Ox or

⾟ Yin Metal sits on top of the Yin Earth, it can resemble

the precious metals such as gold, silver are unearthed from the ground.

Gold, silver, copper and others ground earth gems are probably the prima
donna item in this year of Metal Ox, but this doesn’t mean that the price
of these unearthed ground gems will be more valuable, because when
these things are lots, the price will be under value too automatically.
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If we depict this

2021, health problems of Metal like lung
and large intestine probably will slowly
getting better, but depends on the month
energy if it is too overly strong, then it will
also cause problem again for lung and large
intestine. But when Metal is getting strong,
other elements like Earth and Wood will
hurt, because Earth is exhausted by the
Metal and Wood will be chopped by the
Metal. Health problem related to Earth
organs like stomach will be more
prominent, and Wood organs problem like
liver and gall bladder too. Health problems
related to Fire like blood pressure, heart
will also prominent within this year.
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As Metal is getting strong in this year of
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There are four animal signs that will mostly be affected by this Ox,
namely the most severe one is the Goat because it is in direct clash with
the Ox, Dog, Dragon, Horse, and the Ox itself. Why Ox itself? It is because
when you are the one who taken charge of the year, you will be more
prominent than other animals from attackers who are not happy with
your existance as you taken control over the year. But again, this is just
one side perspective that we look into, we have to analyze deeper into
the bazi chart in order to see how severe the problem is.

can found water in the storage of this Ox. Wet Earth problems can be like
landslides, etc. Imagine Earth on top of Water, and this can also mean
that there will be also Earth movement around this 2021.

Growth in every aspect within this year will be a bit slower. Industries
like business of making others beautiful (i.e cosmetics, beauty products),
air host and hostess, computer and electronics, petrol, lighting, will be
prosper. Though industries like education, publisher, plantation, wood
furniture, doctor, teacher, carpentry, etc., seem to be prosper too, but
because of the prominent Metal, they cannot make it up fully up to the
standard, as there will always be interference.
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丑 Chou (Ox) is called the Wet Earth, it is because within the Ox, there we

未 (2015, 2003, 1991, 1979,

1967), you must anticipated because there will be lots of movement
within this year like moving house, jobs, etc.

Watch out for those who have the main door or sleeping bedroom located
in the North direction, beware of the Star of Sickness. Take care of your
health by doing medical check-up and to cure or remedy this problem, we
usually use the 6 metal coins tied using a red thread and hang it on this
sector
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For those who are born in the year of Goat

Star of Misfortune fall in this region. Misfortune will fall upon who stay or
do activities within this sector. Pay attention especially for your eldest
daughter and worsen if her birth sign is either Dragon or Snake. I use this
symbol below to remedy this Misfortune Star and not using 6 metal coins
within a salt water in a bowl as per usual.
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We should also pay attention to the SouthEast direction, the 5 Yellow or

fall or working area in this sector, do pay attention and try to control your
emotions because there is a tendency to quarrel with anybody at home or
at work. This star will also cause money-related problem like unnecessary
expenditure, so be careful with your money within this year especially for
those whose door or working area reside within this sector.

For renovations, it is advisable not to start digging in SouthEast sector
(112.6° – 157.5°), East sector (67.6° - 112.5°), SouthWest 1 (202.6° 217.5°), NorthWest 1 (292.6° - 307.5°), NorthWest 3 (322.6° – 337.5°),
NorthEast 1 (22.6° - 37.5°) and NorthEast 3 (52.6° - 67.5°). The best
location is West (247.5° - 292.5°) and NorthEast 2 (37.6° - 52.5°).
I have always reminding my reader that this is a general prediction, you
are advised to seek a feng shui professional in order to make some
precautionary changes every year of your house or business unit.
Lastly, I would like to say “Welcome to the Metal Ox year of 2021, may
you be blessed with joy, wealth and health in abundance.”
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Star of Quarrel 7 fall in the NorthWest sector, those whose door house

